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Simple and complex coacervation in systems
involving plant proteins
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Plant-based foods are gaining popularity as alternatives to meat and dairy products due to sustainability and

health concerns. As a consequence, there is a renewed interest in the phase behaviour of plant proteins and

of mixtures of plant proteins and polysaccharides, in particular in the cases where coacervation is found to

occur, i.e., liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS) into two phases, one of which is rich in biopolymers and

one of which is poor in biopolymer. Here we review recent research into both simple and complex coacer-

vation in systems involving plant proteins, and their applications in food- as well as other technologies, such

as microencapsulation, microgel production, adhesives, biopolymer films, and more.

Introduction

Driven by, among others, concerns about sustainability and
health there is increased interest of consumers in plant-based

foods as replacements for meat- and dairy products. As a
consequence, there is great interest in current food technology
research, both commercial and academic, in the extraction and
processing of plant proteins, and in using them to formulate
new and attractive plant-based food products.1–3

Understanding the physical characteristics of plant proteins,
such as their solubility, phase behaviour and interactions can
be extremely helpful for improving their extraction and processing,
and for formulating new products incorporating plant proteins.

With this in mind, we here review recent literature on the
phase behaviour of plant proteins, both the fundamentals and
applications in food technology. The focus is on Liquid-Liquid
Phase Separation (LLPS) into biopolymer-rich and biopolymer-
poor phases, sometimes also called coacervation. The term
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coacervation, coined by H. G. Bungenberg de Jong and H. R.
Kruyt, delineates the separation process into two liquid layers
in colloidal systems.4 As usual, we distinguish between simple
coacervation, where LLPS is driven by attractive interactions of
a single macromolecular species (Fig. 1A), and complex coacer-
vation, where LLPS is driven by attractive interactions between
two or more different macromolecular species (Fig. 1B), typi-
cally electrostatic interactions caused by opposite net charges
on the biopolymers. LLPS and coacervation are closely related
phenomena that many studies treat as synonyms. However, in
this review, we only focus on simple and complex coacervation,
which result in the formation of a polymer-rich phase and a
polymer-dilute phase. We exclude another type of LLPS, segre-
gative phase separation, such as that of polyethylene glycol
(PEG) and dextran,5 from the scope of this review.

Whereas both simple and complex coacervation is a topic
with a long history in the physical chemistry of biopolymers,8,9

including food biopolymers,10–12 the topic has recently also
come to the fore in molecular biology with the discovery that

LLPS underpins the formation of the many types of intracel-
lular membrane-less organelles.6,13

Historically, most applications of LLPS in food technology
have made use of complex coacervation, typically (but not
exclusively) positively charged proteins with negatively charged
polysaccharides, under acidic conditions.12 Not surprisingly
therefore, with the strong recent growth of interest in plant
proteins, many researchers have tried to identify and study
systems of plant proteins and polysaccharides that exhibit
complex coacervation and have considered food technology
applications of these novel complex coacervates. This is the
first topic that we will review.

Next, it is important to recognize that many of the plant
proteins currently being used in food technology belong to the
class of storage proteins of grains and legumes, and as such,
have some common characteristics. In particular, many of the
storage proteins of legumes are poorly soluble around their
isoelectric points and exhibit pH-, salt-, and temperature-
dependent LLPS. For example, the major storage proteins of
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grains, the prolamins, are generally insoluble in aqueous sol-
vents and show LLPS in mixed solvents.7 While this behaviour
has been well known from a fundamental point of view, applica-
tions in food technology of the simple coacervation of the
storage proteins of grains and legumes are only now starting
to be explored. This is the second topic that we will review.

Since most literature we consider is on the storage proteins
of grains and legumes that are so crucial in food technology, in
this review, we restrict ourselves to this class of proteins and
refer to them simply as ‘‘plant proteins’’. The outline of the
review is as follows. First, we introduce biopolymer LLPS
phenomena and terminology. Next, we review the recent litera-
ture on LLPS of plant proteins that focuses mostly on the phase
separation per se, rather than on applications. In a further
section, the content encompasses industries beyond food
applications, emphasizing the broader need for other sectors
to adopt sustainable methods. We close off with some observa-
tions about major challenges and opportunities in this field.

Liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS)

Liquid–liquid phase separation of a homogeneous biopolymer
solution results in two immiscible liquid phases, in which a
dense biopolymer phase coexists with a dilute biopolymer
phase. As shown by the generic phase diagram in Fig. 1C, the
one-phase and two-phase regions are separated by a coexistence
curve, which is known as the binodal in physical chemistry. The
(overall) biopolymer concentration is on the x-axis, whereas
parameters that control the interaction strength (ionic strength,

pH, T) are on the y-axis. Below the binodal curve, the dense
polymer phase exists as a dispersion of spherical liquid droplets
(Fig. 1D, bottom) that can coalesce to eventually lead to macro-
scopic phase separation. Above the binodal curve, biopolymers
are homogeneously dispersed in the solution (Fig. 1D, top). The
nature of the weak attractions between the dissolved biopoly-
mers that drive phase separation vary but certainly include
electrostatic- and hydrophobic interactions and these, in turn,
depend on the physical–chemical parameters such as the ionic
strength, pH and temperature that are used as interaction
strength parameters in the generic phase diagram (Fig. 1C).

As Fig. 1C shows, the interaction strength determines the
width of the two-phase region. Polymer concentration may also
affect the interaction strength; however, it is not simple or
linear, depending on various factors such as the type of poly-
mers and interactions. For example, for a polymer solution with
oppositely charged polyelectrolytes, the interaction strength
usually increases with concentration at low polymer levels, as
more polymer chains can bind.14 Coacervation occurs when the
system reaches a minimum saturation concentration. Increasing
polymer concentration enhances the interaction strength, result-
ing in a larger coexistence region and a higher critical point.
However, after reaching a maximum, the interaction strength
may decline with concentration, due to the repulsion between
the polymers (e.g., same-charged polymers) and the entropy
of mixing. The polymers tend to mix randomly to increase
the entropy. Frequently, experimental coacervate studies focus
on the low concentration regime, due to the limited solubility of
food proteins in water.

For food applications, complex coacervates formed by pro-
teins (mostly highly soluble proteins of animal origin) and
anionic polysaccharides have received most of the attention.
The earlier work on this topic has been summarized in several
reviews. Turgeon et al.10 and Schmitt et al.11 thoroughly dis-
cussed fundamentals and applications of complex coacervates
of proteins and polysaccharides. The review of de Vries et al.12

emphasizes that a liquid coacervate phase usually consists
of weak polyelectrolytes, whereas strong polyelectrolytes
often lead to the formation of solid precipitates. Pathak et al.
summarized the roles of various interactions, such as electro-
static, surface patch, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic
interactions, in coacervation, as well as the effects of
ionic strength and heat on these interactions.15 More recently,
Nickerson et al.16 and Li et al.17 also reviewed emerging work
on plant protein–polysaccharide combinations that lead to
complex coacervation. Zheng et al. examined the relaxation
dynamics and molecular architectures of biopolymer com-
plexes to clarify the distinction between liquid coacervates
and solid precipitates, and to correct the misuse of the term
coacervation.18

As opposed to complex coacervation, simple coacervation,
also known as self-coacervation, has not been studied exten-
sively with respect to its food applications, but there are several
interesting recent developments that we will review here. It is
well known that many plant storage proteins exhibit simple
coacervation. Numerous studies have investigated LLPS, or

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of (A) simple and (B) complex coacervate
droplets consisting of one or more entities. Created with BioRender.com.
(C) Schematic phase diagram of simple and complex coacervates.
Reproduced from6 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry,
copyright 2021. (D) Optical microscopy images of a coacervate system in
its one-phase region (top) or two-phase region (bottom). Scale bars are
50 mm. Reprinted from7 with permission from the American Chemical
Society, copyright 2020.
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coacervation, for the storage proteins from the seeds of soy,
pea, mung bean, fava, wheat, and corn.7,19–24

Major classes of plant proteins known to exhibit simple
coacervation are especially the globulins from legumes and the
prolamins from grains. For globulins that exhibit coacervation, it
is typically found to be sensitive to salt, suggesting that electro-
static interactions play a key role.24,25 For prolamins in mixed
solvents the main parameter is the solvent composition.7,26–29

Since these are typically quite hydrophobic and insoluble in most
aqueous solvents, in this case, it appears that solvation effects,
such as hydrophobic interactions, are more important. While
these general points appear to be clear, there is no detailed
understanding of the molecular interactions that drive LLPS in
plant storage proteins, yet obtaining such understanding could
open doors for developing more innovative applications of plant
protein simple coacervation.19,24,30 Next, we first provide over-
views of the main systems for which LLPS involving plant storage
proteins (either complex- or simple coacervation) has been stu-
died. After that, we turn to applications.

Complex coacervation

Liquid–liquid phase separation of plant storage proteins (both
complex coacervation and simple coacervation) is strongly
affected by not only the species of plant from which the protein
is extracted but also by how it is extracted. This latter depen-
dency is not always clear from the literature, hence we briefly
discuss this point first. After that we discuss the plant storage
proteins for which complex coacervation has been studied,
organized by protein source and nature of extraction.

Impact of extraction procedures on state and phase behaviour
of plant storage proteins

Many proteins from animal sources have been successfully
used to formulate complex coacervates, and have been widely
applied in the food industry, such as core–shell microcapsules
made of gelatin-Arabic gum complex coacervates.31–33 In trying
to develop applications of coacervation involving plant pro-
teins, it is often suggested that protein solubility is the biggest
challenge. Numerous studies have emphasized the crucial role

of forming intermolecular soluble complexes, a step that pre-
cedes coacervation and is essential for the upcoming LLPS.34,35

However, the nature of animal proteins, like whey protein
and collagen (gelatin), is similar to that of plant storage
proteins, like albumins and globulins, in terms of their hydro-
phobic amino acid content percentage. For example, Fig. 2
shows the fraction of hydrophobic residues (alanine, valine,
leucine, and glycine) for a range of proteins. Except for the corn
prolamin zein, which is quite hydrophobic and insoluble in
most aqueous solvents, the fraction of non-polar amino acids
in most plant proteins is not necessarily higher than for gelatin
and whey, two animal proteins that are widely used for for-
mulating complex coacervates.

Clearly, of course, the fraction of hydrophobic amino acids
is not a very precise predictor of solubility. In particular, the
extent to which the proteins self-assemble into higher-order
structures may also play a role. This is known to be important,
especially for plant globulins, which exhibit a range of associa-
tion states depending on solution conditions.52

Traditional categories for storage plant proteins derive from
the different solvents that have been used to extract and
fractionate them: the so-called Osborne classification method
distinguishes water-soluble albumins from salt-soluble globu-
lins, ethanol-soluble gliadins and prolamins, and acid- or
alkali-soluble glutelins. The extraction processes themselves,
however, may have a strong effect on the structures of the plant
storage proteins as extracted, and this, in turn, may be expected
to have a strong impact on their phase behaviour including
LLPS. Processing steps that have been implicated in plant
protein denaturation are for example various precipitation-
and drying steps.53

Therefore in this review, we try to distinguish between (1)
plant storage proteins isolated at the lab scale, which can often
be of high purity and have a low degree of denaturation, and (2)
concentrates of plant storage proteins that have often been
obtained with mild processes such as dry fractionation that
lead to a low degree of denaturation but also a rather low purity,
and (3) isolates of plant storage proteins which have high purity
but which often also have a high degree of denaturation due to
harsh processing steps. With this in mind, we next discuss
complex coacervation for plant storage proteins isolated from
legumes, oil seeds, and cereals, respectively.

Legume proteins

The seeds of leguminous plants such as soy, peas, and lentils are
an important source of plant proteins. Despite variations across
different species of crops, salt-soluble globulins (60–80%) and
water-soluble albumins (10–25% of total storage protein) are the
most abundant protein fractions in legumes.54–56 As mentioned,
isolates of these proteins are often poorly soluble. These powders
form dispersions with a broad range of particle sizes and
typically do not form liquid complex coacervates when com-
plexed with oppositely charged polyelectrolytes.

Instead, to form complex coacervates many groups start
from either flours or concentrates and perform lab-scale extrac-
tions. Typically, alkali extraction is used, often an appropriate

Fig. 2 Percentage of non-polar amino acids in total protein contents
from different sources. For each protein source, data was collected
from three independent studies, and error bars indicate the standard
deviation.28,36–51
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amount of salt is also added to enhance the solubility of the
globulins.57,58 After removing insoluble components through
centrifugation, and dialysis to remove the salts, the proteins are
acid precipitated and freeze-dried.

The salt removal is crucial since complex coacervation is
opposed by the addition of salt which screens the electrostatic
interactions driving the phase separation. Indeed, as reported
by Li et al.,59 the critical salt (NaCl) concentrations, above
which no complexes are formed, for soy protein extracts and
pea protein extracts with Arabic gum were found at 151 mM
and 160 mM, respectively, when the total polymer concentra-
tions were kept at 1.2 mg mL�1.

Lab scale isolates of legume seed proteins prepared as
explained above often have low degrees of denaturation. Such
protein isolates obtained from soybean, pea, and lentils have
been shown to form complex coacervates with various poly-
saccharides, including sugar beet pectin,60–62 k-carrageenan
and gellan gum,63 Arabic gum,64–70 and alginate71 at pH 3 to
5, or with chitosan72–75 at around pH 6.

The lab scale isolates are however not very representative of
the protein ingredients used currently in the food industry.
With this in mind, Li et al.59 explored the idea of directly
complexing polysaccharides to legume proteins in impure
protein concentrates. Since most natural polysaccharides are
anionic, and hence allow only for complex coacervation at low
pH, acid extraction was used, and Arabic gum was added
directly. The impure nature of the extract did not prevent
complex coacervation from occurring. As shown in Fig. 3, the
acid-extracted soy proteins formed liquid coacervates with
Arabic gum at pH 3, and this coacervate tended to wet the
surface of oil droplets. In contrast, alkali-extracted pea proteins

formed solid precipitates with chitosan at pH 5.8. Other
authors72–75 report that complex coacervates were formed from
chitosan and acid-extracted soy proteins, rather than solid
precipitate particles, and this illustrates the tricky point that
coacervation is a sensitive function of the state of the proteins
and also for example of the precise degree of deacetylation of
the chitosan.

An interesting counterexample to the general case that
denaturation of plant proteins (such as in industrial plant
protein isolates) prevents complex coacervates from forming
is provided by Chourpa et al. They report that pea globulins
partially lost their beta-sheets at pH 2.75, yet this was the pH
where the strongest interaction with Arabic gum was found and
liquid coacervates still occurred.76

Heat treatments are key steps in food processing, hence it is
interesting to study the interplay between heat-induced protein
aggregation and complex coacervation. We have already dis-
cussed the general observation that liquid coacervates typically
do not form from industrial plant protein isolates. In the study
of Dong et al.,70 the authors compared the rheological properties
of complex coacervates composed of Arabic gum and soy protein
isolates that were either preheated or not. Fig. 4 shows that
following our general expectation that liquid coacervates only
form for proteins that are mostly native and non-aggregated,
samples with preheated protein complexed with Arabic gum are
distinctly gel-like, which was also borne out by more detailed
rheological characterization.

Oil seed proteins

Industries typically produce commercial seed proteins from oil
crops as byproducts, but these seed proteins have undergone
harsh processing and hence are not suited for studying
complex coacervation, in view of its sensitivity to the structure
of the proteins. In studies on complex coacervation involving
oil seed proteins, most research groups isolate the proteins at a
lab scale. Similar to storage proteins from legume proteins, the
major storage protein fractions in oilseeds are salt-soluble
globulins and water-soluble albumins, and they can be extracted
in similar ways from (defatted) seed flour. Indeed, seed proteins
from canola, rapeseed, flaxseed, and chia have been frequently
reported to form complex coacervates with anionic polysacchar-
ides, such as alginate,77 (k-, i- and l-type) carrageenan,78 chia seed
gum,79 flaxseed gum,80 Arabic gum,81,82 and pectin.83 For this set
of reports, however, it is less clear whether the complexes that
were formed were truly complex coacervates: mostly only turbidity
measurements were reported, possibly along with optical micro-
scopy. High turbidity and spherical particle morphologies do not
necessarily exclude the possibility that the complexes that are
formed are not liquid, but rather solid-like. For example, Nick-
erson et al.82 reported that canola protein isolate forms complexes
with Arabic gum at acidic pH, forming a material that has storage
moduli higher than loss moduli over a broad frequency range,
contrary to bulk coacervate phases which typically are only weakly
viscoelastic.84

It is not always easy to demonstrate the liquid-like nature of
complexes, especially if bulk phase separation is not attained.

Fig. 3 Bright-field microscopic graphs of complex formation and their
interfacial affinity on oil droplets. (A) Chitosan with alkali-extracted pea
protein at pH 5.8. (B) Arabic gum with acid-extracted soy protein at pH 3.
Oil droplets were dyed in red, and the scale bar is 50 mm. Reprinted from59

with permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2021.

Fig. 4 Photographs showing the state of complexes formed by Arabic
gum with soy protein (left), soy protein heated at 85 1C (middle) and 95 1C
(right). Reprinted from70 with permission from Wiley, copyright 2019.
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Possible ways are for example demonstrating droplet coales-
cence or spreading of droplets on surfaces.85

Cereal proteins

Corn and wheat are major sources of cereal proteins. Compared
with proteins obtained from legumes, corn and wheat usually
contain fewer albumins and globulins, but more prolamins,
which are more hydrophobic. Indeed, prolamins (gliadin and
glutenin) represent around 80% of the total protein content in
wheat flour, and more than 50% of corn proteins are prolamins
(corn prolamins are known as zein).86 These proteins are largely
insoluble in aqueous solvents and hence there are very few
convincing reports of complex coacervation of prolamins in
purely aqueous solvents.

An exception worth mentioning is the report of Boury et al.
The key point is that while at moderate pH values solubility of
prolamins in aqueous solvents is very low, at extreme pH, the
solubility of prolamins in aqueous solvents can be appreciable.
Boury et al. reported that alpha-gliadin (30 KDa) obtained from
wheat proteins by chromatography can form liquid coacervate
droplets with Arabic gum around pH 3, and these liquid droplets
spread at an oil–water interface. Hence it seems like at least
under some conditions, prolamins have the potential to be used
in formulating complex coacervates in aqueous solutions.65 This
finding certainly encourages the community to also further
explore the potential of prolamins for complex coacervation.

Furthermore, the phase behaviors of zein with various poly-
anions, such as pectin,87 dsDNA,88 agar,89 and LAPONITEs,34 were
investigated in ethanol-containing solutions. It was found that
ethanol enhances the solubility of zein, allowing the complexes
to retain more solvent molecules and remain fluidity. As observed
in most complex coacervate systems in pure solvents,12 the optimal
coacervation condition is usually achieved at charge balance. These
studies offer a method to obtain complex coacervates of hydro-
phobic proteins like zein by adding a miscible organic solvent.

Some other reports are available on complex particles composed
of polysaccharides and zein or gliadin,90–92 but as for the case of the
oil seed proteins, in these cases it was unclear whether the particles
were liquid coacervate droplets or solid complex particles. Next, we
give an overview of the systems involving plant storage proteins for
which simple coacervation has been studied.

Simple coacervation

For simple coacervation of plant seed storage proteins, the best-
studied cases are the purified soy proteins glycinin and b-
conglycinin, hence these are discussed first. Next, we consider
simple coacervation for less purified soy protein and other
legume proteins, such as peas, mung beans, and fava beans.
Finally, we review simple coacervation of cereal proteins, such
as prolamins from wheat, corn, and rice, in mixed solvents.

Purified soy proteins

Soy protein primarily comprises the globular storage proteins
glycinin and b-conglycinin. The phase behaviour of purified

glycinin and b-conglycinin has been studied quite extensively in
recent years.

In the Osborne classification, the plant seed globulins are
classified as ‘‘salt soluble’’. While a minimum amount of salt
appears to be necessary to obtain LLPS, further increase of salt
indeed opposes phase separation and promotes solubility.
Coming from the alkaline side, a decrease in the pH promotes
LLPS. At pH values close to the iso-electric point, globulins may
also enter solid–liquid phase equilibria (precipitate), a phe-
nomenon used in their large-scale isolation in industry. Finally,
higher temperatures oppose LLPS. These tendencies are nicely
illustrated, for example, by the recent work of Chen et al. for
purified soy glycinin.19

Early work by Tolstoguzov and coworkers explained the salt
dependence of the critical temperature for LLPS of plant seed
globulins in terms of molecular theories of electrostatic dipole–
dipole interactions.93,94 Globulins typically exist as oligomers of
disulphide bridged acidic- and basic chains, hence strong dipo-
lar interactions may indeed be expected, and these are screened
at high salt. More straightforward is the pH-dependence, which
can be understood as being due to a balance between the
attractive interactions that drive coacervation (whether of dipolar
or other origins) and the electrostatic monopole-monopole
repulsions, which oppose coacervation, and which will be stron-
ger away from the isoelectric point.

In their recent work on soy glycinin, Chen et al. emphasize
several additional molecular features of soy glycinin that
may play a role.19 In particular, they emphasize that the
acidic polypeptides have disordered hypervariable regions of sig-
nificant hydrophobicity19 which may contribute to glycinin self-
coacervation.95,96 Finally, Chen et al. also emphasize the work of
Lakemond et al.25 who find whereas at neutral pH, soy glycinin
mostly exists as hexamers, the equilibrium shifts towards trimers
when decreasing the pH. Additionally, at very low ionic strengths,
the acidic chains appear to be increasingly hidden and the basic
sidechain is increasingly exposed. Since the hypervariable regions
of the acidic chains are implicated in self-coacervation, this sug-
gests a mechanism for why very low ionic strength opposes LLPS.19

Some of the temperature dependence of the LLPS may be due
to the temperature dependence of the dipolar interactions as
originally suggested by Popello.93,94 If hydrophobic interactions,
for example of the hypervariable regions of the acidic chains, are
also important, as suggested by Chen et al.,19 this may provide
another explanation of the temperature dependence.

Mixtures of pure soy proteins, crude soy protein extracts

Industrially produced protein powders, including those from
legumes, are complex mixtures containing different protein
fractions. For example, soy protein powder contains a combi-
nation of globulins, glycinin and b-conglycinin, while pea and
mung protein powders especially contain legumin and vicilin.
To understand the behaviour of these protein mixtures, it is
essential to also investigate the phase behaviour of mixed
systems.

LLPS in soy protein mixtures was first reported for crude soy
protein mixtures extracted directedly from defatted soy flour at
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alkaline pH.97 This study investigated the effect of pH on the
precipitation of soy protein on acidification after alkaline
extraction. The authors report the occurrence of micrometre-
sized droplets of concentrated soy protein when acidifying
down to pH values in the range pH 6.8–5.7. Acidification
to lower pH values, closer to the protein isoelectric points,
led to solid–liquid phase separation (aggregation/precipitation)
rather than to LLPS.

Later studies considered more purified mixtures of glycinin
and b-conglycinin to study the role of each of these proteins in
the LLPS of the crude flours.97–99 The main conclusion appears
to be that glycinin more readily exhibits LLPS than b-
conglycinin, consistent with the earlier observation that the
protein droplets in acidified soy flour protein extracts mainly
seemed to consist of glycinin.97

It is crucial to note that phase behaviour is sensitive to the
details of the secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structure of
the proteins, hence it may be expected that LLPS is a sensitive
function of the processing history of the proteins or protein
mixtures. Indeed, this is now clear from several studies that
focus on soy glycinin.100,101 These show that prolonged incuba-
tion of alkaline protein extracts at low salt (several days) can
lead to the dissociation of hexamers into trimers, which in turn
leads to aggregation rather than LLPS after pH-adjustment.
A similar effect was demonstrated when reducing agents were
used to cleave the disulfide linkages that maintain the qua-
ternary structure of the glycinin hexamers.

These observations demonstrate the importance of protein
structure (at all levels) in determining plant storage protein
LLPS. It appears that when starting from commercially avail-
able protein ingredients, LLPS is best obtained by acidifying
alkaline extracts obtained from crude flours of mildly pro-
cessed concentrates, rather than from the more extensively
processed isolates.

Other legume proteins

Next to the best-studied cases of soy glycinin and b-conglycinin,
liquid–liquid phase separation has been observed for a wide
range of plant globulins, from a wide range of legume sources.
Here we provide a short list without going into much detail.

Very thorough initial work on purified globulins from broad
beans was performed by Tolstoguzov et al.93,94 this work
includes a detailed theoretical interpretation in terms of
statistical-thermodynamical theories of phase separation.

Another source for which extensive studies have been per-
formed is yellow pea.24,102 Observations for crude mixtures of
mildly extracted proteins24,102 are very similar to those for soy.
In a study where a range of extraction and purification methods
were compared, Kornet et al. clearly showed that only mild
extractions preserved the LLPS, whereas no LLPS was observed
for yellow pea globulins extracted using methods known to lead
to structural changes, denaturation, and aggregation, such as
isoelectric precipitation at low pH.24

Yet another crop of increasing importance for producing
industrial plant proteins is fava beans. To ultimately develop

protein microcapsules, Zhao demonstrated LLPS for purified
fava legumins.103

Finally, crude mixtures of alkaline-extracted mung bean
proteins have also been shown to be able to lead to LLPS when
acidified.20 Proteins were extracted from mung bean flour
enriched in protein by dry fractionation. Whereas LLPS in
crude mixtures of alkaline extracted soy- and yellow pea pro-
teins leads to the formation of protein droplets of many
micrometres in size, for the case of mung bean instead it was
found that there were only a few droplets that reached micro-
metre size. Instead, most droplets were much smaller and had
sizes significantly below a micron.

In summary, globulins from many legumes (including soy,
pea, mung, and fava bean) have been shown to exhibit LLPS,
strongly suggesting that this behaviour should be more or less
general across an even wider array of plant seed globulins than
discussed here, and should be connected to shared biochemical
and structural features of these plant seed globulin proteins.

Cereal proteins

Prolamins from the seeds of cereals such as corn, wheat, rice
etc. are also known to exhibit LLPS. These proteins are generally
insoluble in aqueous solvents (except sometimes at extreme pH
values) but do dissolve in mixed solvents such as water/ethanol,
or water/propylene glycol. LLPS typically occurs for a narrow
range of solvent compositions, that are in between the regions
of protein solubility and insolubility.

Prolamin LLPS and its applications have been studied
especially for zein from corn, for a range of solvent systems,
including water/propylene glycol,7 as well as alcohols such as
methanol, ethanol, and isopropyl alcohol.21 A unique feature of
the self-coacervation of zein is that, presumably due to the
strong hydrophobic driving force for coacervation, it is much
less pH sensitive than self-coacervation for globulins, where
changing the electrostatic interactions has a drastic impact on
the phase separation. Consequently, in phase phase-separated
system, prolamin droplets can have a wide range of surface
charges, from positive to negative, which has important con-
sequences for properties such as wetting of these droplets on
surfaces.7,21

Wheat is another cereal with seeds of high prolamin con-
tent. Gliadins from wheat have also been investigated for their
capacities to form simple coacervates.22,23 These studies indi-
cate that for gliadin extracted from commercial gluten, as
compared to zein, a relatively high protein concentration and
relatively low salt concentration are required to form
coacervates.22 Coacervation was also found to depend more
strongly on pH than for zein23 suggesting that the balance of
hydrophobic and electrostatic forces driving and/or opposing
phase separation is different for these two prolamins.

Applications

Applications of (associative) polymer LLPS in nature and tech-
nology are extremely varied but all derive from a few of their
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basic physical properties. For example, strong partitioning
effects due to the very different compositions of concentrated
and excess phases are exploited in purification processes or
membrane-less organelles, low interfacial tension against the
excess phase is a key driver for their excellent wetting proper-
ties, and for the high stability of dispersions of small droplets
of concentrated phase in the excess phase. Additionally, the
combination of good wetting and high viscosity makes them
useful as adhesives and glues. Note that in many applications,
such as microencapsulation or glues, the concentrated phase is
an intermediate stage that is useful for processing, but which is
later cured into a solid phase.

As mentioned at the beginning of the review, there is a clear
need for more sustainable production of foods, as well as for
more sustainable non-food materials. Therefore, it is only
logical that there is much activity on exploring whether
plant biopolymers, including plant proteins, could substitute
for less sustainable polymers in technological applications of
coacervation. Here we review recent work on a number of these
applications, viz., microencapsulation, the production of
microgels, adhesive glues and thin films.

Microencapsulation

A classic application of coacervation is microencapsulation, for
example for flavours and fragrances.31,32 Preparing core–shell
microcapsules typically involves four steps: formation of an oil-
in-water emulsion, LLPS of the continuous phase, shell for-
mation, and shell hardening. The key point is that when
inducing LLPS in the continuous phase, the (very small) dro-
plets of the condensed phase will adhere to and spread on the
surface of the (somewhat larger) oil droplets.

The microencapsulation process is a dynamic process in
which the solvent quality of the polymers in the continuous
phase is gradually reduced to induce the LLPS. It involves
interactions and transport phenomena among three phases:
oil, water, and coacervate. Erni and Dardelle discuss how wetting
phenomena and coacervate viscoelasticity affect this process.33

They show that core–shell structures do not form by sponta-
neous spreading of coacervate droplets at the oil/water interface,
but rather by sequential deposition and coalescence of indivi-
dual droplets. Hence, not only surface tensions play a role but
also coacervate viscoelasticity and interactions between coacer-
vate droplets that may either favour or oppose their coalescence.

Li et al. reported a simple method to extract soluble proteins
from legume flours at acidic pH.59,104 The extracted proteins
are not further purified but instead directly used to form
coacervates via the addition of oppositely charged polysacchar-
ides such as Arabic gum. The coacervates can be used to create
core–shell microcapsules in the presence of oil droplets
(Fig. 3B). The authors demonstrated that the coacervate shell
can be cured by simply heating above the denaturation tem-
perature of the legume proteins.

Simple coacervation of plant storage proteins has also been
exploited for microencapsulation. Another study by Li et al.
showed that zein, the major prolamin from corn, can form a
simple coacervate in a mixture of water and propylene glycol

and that the resulting coacervate droplets wet oil/water inter-
faces (Fig. 5A).7 Unlike complex coacervates, which are nearly
neutral in charge, simple coacervate droplets of zein can have a
significant net charge. In the study, it was found that while
wetting of the oil/water interface by the coacervate was favoured
thermodynamically, kinetic limitations prevented capsule for-
mation, except in a narrow range of pH values around pH 8.
The explanation suggested by the authors was that capsule
formation cannot occur at high droplet charges since then
coacervate droplet coalescence is too slow, while on the other
hand, at a coacervate droplet charge that was too low, extensive
coacervate droplet coalescence was observed to occur in the
bulk phase rather than at the oil/water interface.

By exploiting the subtle temperature dependence of the
LLPS of plant seed globulins, one can also create core–shell
microcapsules in the absence of oil droplets as a template.
A precondition is that one should work in conditions where
phase separation occurs at room temperature, but not at a
higher temperature (that is still below the temperature for
protein denaturation and aggregation). Then, by tuning the
rate of increase of temperature, one can induce the partial
dissolution of coacervate droplets, leading to the formation of
(solvent-filled) vacuoles inside the coacervate droplets. Further
temperature increases lead to protein denaturation and aggre-
gation and cure these hollow structures.

Chen and Nicolai et al. studied how to form core–shell micro-
capsules from soy glycinin via simple coacervation.19,25,102,105

When heated above 60 1C, they observed that coacervate droplets
turned into hollow core–shell microcapsules. The temperature
history (heating rate, temperatures) strongly affected whether
hollow structures were formed or not, as reported by Cochereau
et al.102 Chen et al. tested how ionic strength and pH changed the
permeability of the core–shell microcapsules after formation.105

Fig. 5 (A) Left: Photograph of zein simple coacervate phase in bulk;
Right: Micrograph of zein simple coacervate droplets sitting on oil
droplets. Oil droplets are dyed with Oil Red O. Reproduced from7

with permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2020. (B)
Illustration of ionic strength and pH-responsive permeability of soy glycinin
microcapsules. The green colour represents FITC-dextran (2000 kDa).
Reproduced from105 with permission from the American Chemical Society,
copyright 2018.
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They reported that the capsules remained intact between pH 1
and 11.5 and that their permeability was a function of pH and
salt, such that changes in these parameters could be used for
loading and unloading cargo (Fig. 5B).

Microgels

As reviewed elsewhere,106 protein microgels, which have also
been called protein particles or protein colloids, have a range of
suggested applications, such as fat replacers or as ingredients
in plant-based beverages. Except under the special conditions
reviewed above, heating protein coacervate droplets will nor-
mally lead to the formation of protein microgels. Indeed, in the
studies on microcapsule formation from soy glycin reviewed
above, in many cases, rather than microcapsules, microgel
formation was also observed to occur.

With the specific aim of creating a low-viscosity mung bean
protein ingredient, Yang et al. studied microgel formation by
heating coacervate droplets formed after alkaline protein extrac-
tion of mung bean flour, followed by slow acidification.20 In this
case it was found that the coacervate droplets and hence also the
resulting microgels, had sizes in the submicron range, which is
very favorable for beverage applications. Also, it was found that it
was possible to spray dry the microgels, and that spray drying
did not affect the size of the microgels (after resuspension).

Adhesives and films

There has been much activity in the area of coacervate-based
(underwater) glues, inspired by biological coacervate glues of for
example mussels and sandcastle worms.107,108 Several investiga-
tions have appeared in which plant proteins feature as compo-
nents in glue systems.109–111 Very closely related are polymer
films obtained by spreading and drying coacervates. Also, here it
appears that processing from the coacervate state may offer
functional benefits. These two applications are discussed next.

One unique feature of coacervate-based adhesives is that
they can be applied in humid and underwater environments,
such as the human body. In biomedical applications, various
types of coacervates have been explored as biomimetic adhe-
sives for the treatment of bone fractures. Quek and Wattanutch-
ariya investigated the potential of using zein coacervates as a
bone haemostatic agent and bone filler in surgery.109 As we
previously mentioned, zein has low solubility in water and can
form coacervates by simply mixing with binary solvents con-
taining ethanol and water. Therefore, zein coacervates could be
easily prepared during surgery and used to adhere to bone
surfaces and stop bleeding. The authors demonstrated that
zein coacervates degrade in solutions containing lysozyme, a
common enzyme in biological fluids, indicating that the mate-
rial is bioresorbable and can be removed by cell-mediated
degradation. For non-biomedical applications, zein has also
been explored as a bio-based alternative to petroleum-derived
adhesives. Schmidt et al. showed that high-strength adhesives
can be obtained from zein protein cross-linked with plant
phenolics.110,111 Phenolics are a group of compounds found
in some plants and animals that can enhance the adhesion of
proteins to various surfaces. The glues exhibited strong

adhesion strength on different surfaces (wood, steel, and
plastic). Notably, although the authors did not use the term
coacervation in their studies, they dissolved zein protein in
water/ethanol binary solvents and then dried the samples. The
samples likely went through the coacervation stage before they
completely dried, since ethanol evaporates faster than water.

Edible polymer films or coatings made of plant-based ingre-
dients have also received increasing attention in the food
industry. These films could play a pivotal role in long-term
food preservation. Coacervation appears to be a convenient
strategy to tune the appearance and performance of the film,
such as mechanical strength and flexibility, opacity, and water
and oxygen permeability. Maria et al. investigated edible films
obtained from complex coacervates of soy protein and carbox-
ymethyl cellulose.112 This study showed that increasing the
polysaccharide concentration resulted in an increased tensile
strength of all composite films. Furthermore, coacervation
conditions resulted in more brittle and heterogeneous films.
Film opacity was also found to be variable depending on the pH
conditions, showing higher opacity under coacervation condi-
tions compared to films from alternative processing routes.
Furthermore, higher carboxymethyl cellulose concentration
resulted in a reduced oxygen-permeable film. In another study
focusing on complex coacervates of soy protein isolate and
high-methylated pectin, the authors113 found that when the pH
was reduced to acidic pH, the transparency of soy protein
isolate films was compromised. The addition of pectin to soy
protein isolate films did not notably affect their elasticity,
solubility, or permeability to water vapour. However, it did
contribute to an enhancement in tensile strength.

Conclusions and perspectives

A crucial point when trying to explore the coacervate properties
of plant seed storage proteins is that this is probably best done
for sources in which the protein secondary, tertiary, and
quaternary structures have not (yet) been compromised by
extensive processing. While many papers are using lab-
extracted plant proteins, these are not very representative of
commercially available plant protein sources. This does not
mean that commercial applications of plant storage protein
coacervates cannot be developed, since coacervation can also be
achieved in impure mixtures with moderate contents of native
proteins, such as concentrates.

There is a very broad range of technological applications
that have been explored for polymer coacervates and many of
these, plant storage proteins could be sustainable replacements
for example for synthetic polymers. Complex coacervates of
plant biopolymers are an especially popular topic, but research
on the fundamentals and applications of simple coacervation
of plant storage protein is rapidly gaining traction.

Many opportunities remain in this area and have hardly been
explored yet, for example, spinning114,115 and bioprinting,116,117

both of which may benefit from the unique physical properties
of coacervates and the sustainability of plant biopolymers.
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